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Abstract
Investigation on the use of both collaborative writing and Google Classroom during group tasks among Malaysian students from a degree in Graphic Design programme is the objective of this study. The participants selected had completed a product-centred English course which focused on communication at the workplace, academic writing and reading for academic purposes prior to data collection. Group-writing tasks in the form of producing a memorandum, a letter of complaint and an argumentative essay were performed by four case study groups in this study. Research instruments used to obtain data of the student collaboration were interviews, diary entries and observations. Consequently, benefits on task performance derived from student collaboration and the impact of using collaborative writing and editing in a Google Classroom were obtained. The critical incidents observed in the study were an increase of motivation in performing tasks and a decrease of anxiety in receiving feedback from peers. In addition, recommendations on improving collaborative writing and editing ranged from setting a shorter deadline for collaborative work, providing clear roles to participants and providing appropriate guidance in providing feedback. It could be concluded that Google Classroom is an effective application in promoting learning among tertiary-level students when its use is refined.
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Introduction
Ede and Lunsford (1990) whose research focus is on sociocultural stance in second language acquisition state that the process of collaborative writing occurs when two writers or more than two writers compose together. Collaboration enhances quality of writing (Storch, 2005); promotes knowledge building (So, Seah & Toh-Heng, 2010); enables learners to be competent in the modern world (Jones, 2007); encourages reflection on language use (Swain, 2000); creates a sense of audience (Sun & Chang, 2012) and provides opportunities to socialise in discourse communities (Yang, 2014). Therefore, collaborative work is commonly used in many academic settings and workplaces.

There are studies which have been conducted in the areas of collaborative editing and peer feedback. A study conducted by Hafner and Yu (2020) examined the impact of teacher
and peer feedback on collaborative writing. It was discovered that the feedback when mediated by track changes and functions in Microsoft Word pertaining to providing comments could become a mode of socialisation. Another study carried out by Liao (2020) compared language-related episodes among native and non-native speakers. It was found that native speakers benefited in terms of organisation and ideas while non-native speakers improved on their vocabulary and expressions with power relationship influencing learner discourse.

Technical advancements promote the always-connected working style and consequently, collaborative text editing which makes remote collaboration possible can be carried out with the use of Google Docs, Etherpad and Overleaf (Kumar et al, 2020). Yim and Warshauer (2017) further concur that the increase use of softwares such as Wikis and Google Docs in second language classroom has resulted in heighten interest in collaborative writing. In addition, with the spread of the present worldwide pandemic, Covid-19, face-to-face lessons in traditional classrooms have been replaced with online classes. The e-learning tools or Learning Management System (LMS) used include Google Meet, Moodle, Edmodo, Schoology and Google Classroom.

Jakkaew and Hemrungrote (2017) are of the opinion that Google Classroom is one of the popular LMS used. Google Classroom is an educational application designed by Google Inc. to ease forming, disseminating and organising paperless learner assignments (Khalil, 2018). Furthermore, Google Classroom enables teachers to conduct teaching and learning successfully (Ela & Tatik, 2020) and to grade student assignments simultaneously (Iftakhar, 2016).

Research findings from studies conducted on the use of Google Classroom have revealed benefits gained by both teacher and learner. They range from increasing students’ interest (Aulia, Afrianto & Mahdum, 2020; Jeya & Brandford, 2019); encouraging student participation (Heggart & Yoo, 2018); motivating students (Ramadhani et al., 2019) and having an improvement in writing (Ela & Tatik, 2020).

However, success from the use of student collaboration and Google Classroom in teaching and learning is not ensured. Challenges faced during collaboration could be having different levels of commitment (Hernandez, 2012) and neglecting low-proficiency learners in groups (Bennett & Cass, 1988). It was found that the use of using Google Classroom, too, is not significantly effective in teaching of English (Cantika & Rezki, 2020). There is also insufficient study on the effects of online collaboration on the writing products (Wang & Vásquez, 2012). Furthermore, there is much research conducted on use of Google Classroom as a facilitation tool but not on its effects on teaching methodologies (Azhar & Iqbal, 2018).

There is a need to conduct more research on the impact of using collaborative work and Google Classroom among learners. Therefore, the research questions for this study are:

1. What critical incidents are observed when collaborative writing and editing are used in a Google Classroom?

2. What are recommendations of improving collaborative writing and editing in a Google Classroom?
Theoretical Background

Learners gain many benefits when they are involved in verbal exchanges with one another. This is supported by Dillenbourg et. al (2009), who highlights the major role of interactions in improving cognitive skills. Vygotsky (1986) elaborates that knowledge building in a learner does not exist in isolation but in a social context.

When learners interact with one another, they will build their knowledge by exchanging information and refining their thoughts. They need reasoning skills to help them filter the input they receive from their counterparts. Instructors may experience difficulty in teaching learners these skills but they can improve by receiving scaffolding from their peers (Waggoner et al., 1995).

Learners can increase their comprehension of information through co-construction of knowledge. This is made possible through differences in the ways of thinking which result in socio-cognitive conflicts. Learners’ prior knowledge is challenged through the dissimilarities of views presented.

The differences in thinking simultaneously promote learning for the learners’ prior knowledge is reshaped and refined. Scardamalia and Bereiter (1994) have even describe this process as learners working collaboratively in solving a problem. It is because learners possess a sense of ownership when sharing their thoughts in resolving a matter together.

There is a distinct theoretical difference in which Piaget and Vygotsky view development and learning. The former opines that development fosters learning. However, Vygotsky is of the opinion that learning promotes development (Fowler, 2017).

From the constructivist perspective, it is crucial to have development of knowledge which is triggered by conflicts. There arises a need for cognition of learners to be modified. It could be achieved by reorganising and restructuring knowledge as an attempt to reach equilibrium due to the imbalance created by socio-cognitive conflicts (Cress and Kimmerle, 2008; Piaget 1977). As a result, there will be improvement in the learners’ level of knowledge (Bell, Grossen & Perret-Clerment, 1985).

Methods

Participants

There was a total of 19 students in this study. Ten of them were male students while nine of them were females. They were First Year Degree in Graphic Design students from a private university-college in Malaysia.

The participants formed four case study groups which were Groups 1, 2, 3 and 4. There were five participants in Groups 1, 2 and 4 while Group 3 comprised four members. The participants had mixed proficiency in English. Four of them obtained As, ten of them scored Bs while five of them obtained Cs for the English course they had completed in the previous semester of their studies.
Writing Tasks
The participants performed three group-writing tasks which were a memorandum, a letter of complaint and an argumentative essay. The length of the letter and memorandum was 150 to 200 words each while the length of the essay was about 350 words. The memorandum task was pertaining to a manager reminding the staff to be punctual for work; the letter of complaint was regarding the dirty conditions in a college while the essay title was “Living in a small town is better than living in a city”. The participants were taught the appropriate format, content, tone and language to be adopted for the respective writing tasks in their English classes prior to the collaborative writing sessions.

The participants formed their writing groups on their own. It was because they were comfortable in working with their group members for they had worked in those groups for their other assignments. Leaders were also appointed to facilitate the collaborative writing sessions. The participants needed three face-to-face sessions of collaborative writing to perform their writing tasks with each session lasting two hours.

In addition, the participants uploaded their written products in platforms created in Google Classroom. The appointed case study groups edited the work and provided online feedback on it. The participants were advised to provide positive comments and constructive criticisms for their friends. Furthermore, their instructor vetted through their feedback to check on the accuracy before they uploaded it in Google Classroom.

Data Collection
The face-to-face collaboration were video-taped in order to enable the instructor cum researcher to observe the sessions in detail. In addition, the participants were interviewed individually and produced individual diary entries after every collaborative session. They were used to increase understanding of the episodes which occurred and to gauge the impact of using Google Classroom in their collaboration when editing other work.

The researcher observed the face-to-face collaboration closely. The production of observation notes enabled significant episodes which occurred during the sessions to be recorded in detail. The different research methods used such as observations, interviews and diary entries provided triangulation of data required in this study.

Results/ Findings
The researcher encouraged the participants to reflect on their collaborative experiences deeply. Furthermore, the researcher attempted to comprehend significant situations during the sessions from her own perspective. Therefore, both research questions formed for this study could be answered using the input from both researcher and participants. The findings from this study are divided into two categories which are namely, critical incidents identified and suggestions on improving collaborative writing and editing in a Google Classroom.
Research Question 1: What critical incidents are observed when collaborative writing and editing are used in a Google Classroom?
There are two critical incidents observed during collaborative writing and editing. They are an increase of motivation and reduced anxiety level when receiving peer feedback on their writing.

Increase of Motivation
The researcher observed that the participants were motivated in performing their tasks. They had a strong sense of ownership towards their tasks and were excited in working with their group members compared to working together in the past. Additionally, their instructor did not have to remind them of the deadlines to follow when submitting their work.

Furthermore, the participants’ enthusiasm was evident when they reminded one another to complete their tasks for both the composing and editing processes. Most of the participants were eager to receive their online feedback. They were constantly checking with their peers whether they had posted their feedback. Consequently, their peers were prompt in submitting it. The participants happily read the comments aloud to one another upon receiving them.

The participants’ opinions gathered from the interviews and diary entries reflected their positive responses during the sessions. The comments ranged from “… friend check work to improve work …”, “… learn from fren how to write well “…”, “… not scared I make mistake becoz. my friend edit work … can learn …”, “… good, … read friend’s comments … know my mistake so can improve 😊 …”, “… very proud friends say good essay 😊”, “… so exciting can put writing online … after that read comment …”, “… we feel happy to write … receive comment also quickly …”

The findings obtained from this study are similar with results collected from studies conducted by Haerazi and Irawan (2019) and Perkel (2020). According to the former, motivation is very crucial in students’ writing practices. Furthermore, Perkel (2020) who conducted a study on synchronised editing performed during collaborative writing discovered the importance of creating a conducive learning environment for students. The results also highlighted that participants were positive towards placing their work online via Twitter for it was publicly accessible which made it possible for obtaining feedback from a wider group of co-authors compared to traditional face-to-face collaboration.

Reduced Anxiety in Receiving Feedback
The participants were observed to be relaxed and comfortable during their sessions. Their facial expressions and positive behaviour highlighted their enthusiasm towards their collaborative tasks.

Overall, they preferred receiving online peer feedback on their writing compared to face-to-face peer feedback. The participants explained that they did not feel intimidated at all receiving online feedback for they were given the leisure of time to accept and reflect on the comments. Their satisfaction of receiving online feedback was evident from their opinions obtained from the interviews and diary entries which were “… not so stress … ok to show me mistake like that …”, “… can say no stress … we know our friends check not other people …
only read when we ready 😊…” and “… hope can do like this more, more time given when write … not so scared when essay checked by coursemates … can read comment anytime …”

Furthermore, they admitted they felt discomfort with face-to-face peer feedback because they felt humiliated when their mistakes were highlighted for they needed to “confront” their peers over them. The participants were contented with the online feedback because they did not directly feel embarrassed by negative comments provided on their writing due to a lack of face-to-face encounter. Consequently, they felt that their “face” were maintained and they felt dignified. Their opinions obtained through their interviews and diary entries were “… not too bad … don’t feel shy when friends checked …”, “My work not criticised … can accept their comment …”, “… no need to feel ashamed … friend consider our face and feelings …”

Research Question 2: What are recommendations of improving collaborative writing and editing in a Google Classroom?
Both researcher and participants in this study provided some suggestions on how to improve future collaborative writing and editing sessions. They are providing shorter time allocation for tasks, giving roles for students to play and promoting participation through instructor’s guidance.

Shorter Time Allocation for Task Completion
It was observed that all of the groups performed their collaborative writing and editing tasks successfully in this study. They were given a week to complete each task. Therefore, some of them posted their work very early before the deadlines while some sent their work just before the deadlines. Consequently, the peer editors had to constantly check with their friends whether they had submitted their work before they could start performing their tasks. Similarly, the writers had to constantly enquire their peer editors whether they had posted their comments. The situations created some unhappiness among the participants. Therefore, a number of the participants suggested having a shorter time for their collaborative work.

The participants’ opinions obtained from their interviews and diary entries reflected their frustrations on being uncertain of when their friends had completed their work and they also highlighted the importance of having a clear time frame for their collaborative tasks. The comments were “… always have to check if work was done so difficult …”, “This session my friends submit early so can work early not like last time …”, “… one week too long … dunno when can check …”, “Why not set shorter time to write? One week too long …”, “I think can write in a few days, … not one week”, “… write together can finish work faster … we finish very fast … then nothing to do 😊” and “Writing not so hard when write with group … we always chit-chat after that …”

Provide Clear Roles to Increase Participation
The participants suggested having clear roles for students when they collaborated with their group members. They felt strongly that it would help them to have a fair allocation of sub-tasks to perform and enabled them to play their roles confidently. It was observed during the collaborative sessions that not all of the group members were participating actively resulting in only a few of them attempting the tasks consistently.
The participants expressed their frustrations of unequal participation and even provided suggestions during the interviews and from their diary entries on how to improve their collaboration. Their comments were “… same people do work …”, “Maybe get everyone active? Then … better that way …”, “Actually I dun mind but is many people do work, better, right?” “I think … give everyone something to do …”, “All participate, give everyone a role … become more responsible …”, “… feel a bit unsure what to do … tell each one what to do?” and “I suggest improve sessions … make students know which roles to play - one do research, one write outline, then write …."

According to Dillenbourg (2002), it is crucial to provide instructional scaffolding to assist collaborators. It is because learners may not experience potential advantages from collaborative work for successful results from team efforts are not autonomous. Therefore, preparation prior to collaboration must be given much emphasis.

**Guidance in Providing Feedback**

Another suggestion provided by both the researcher and the participants was preparing students to become peer editors. It was due to the lack of confidence the participants displayed when checking their friends’ work resulting in them constantly checking with the researcher cum instructor on whether their comments were appropriate. Furthermore, the researcher had to help some of them to tone down on their feedback when it became too critical and not constructive to their friends.

It was evident from the information provided by the participants through their interviews and diary entries that some of them were uncertain on how to provide feedback on their friends’ work. Consequently, they suggested preparing students for their peer editing tasks. Their opinions were “… not sure how to comment at first …”, “Ok after a while, we learn how to check friends’ work …”, “… usually teacher check not us check … now we know how to comment …”, “Maybe train us become like teacher in checking work?”, “… good to learn how to comment …” and “Prepare students … like comment on work …”.

The suggestion of guiding students in their collaborative efforts concurred with recommendations provided in studies conducted by Olson et al (2017) and Bromme et al (2015). The former were of the opinion that system design implications and behavioural guidelines were crucial in ensuring success during collaborative writing. Furthermore, the latter emphasised on the need to pre-define and inform collaborators of regulations to follow in performing their tasks such as providing wiki articles and discussion pages.

**Conclusion**

The findings in this study revealed two critical incidents which occurred during collaboration and highlighted suggestions on improving future collaborative sessions. The former are an increase of student motivation and reduced student anxiety level while the latter are providing shorter time allocation for tasks, giving clear roles for students to play and promoting participation through instructor’s guidance.

It can be concluded that the findings from this study have provided insights to instructors and students on the use of collaboration and Google Classroom in ESL lessons.
Their uses should be promoted especially in writing classrooms and be refined in their implementation in order to increase their effectiveness.
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